November 23, 2021
Dear Friends of Ukraine,
Ukraine is currently facing numerous challenges to its security and sovereignty. We are all too
familiar with Russian troops amassing once again on Ukraine’s borders, the migrant situation in
Belarus, the continued threat to European energy security should the NordStream2 pipeline be
fully operational, and Russia’s unmitigated hybrid aggression upon Ukraine.
Many scholars and experts have been writing about the tenuous position that Ukraine is facing
currently. An eloquent summary of the dire situation is illustrated in the following article by
foreign policy expert Stephen Blank: https://cepa.org/ukraine-no-need-for-a-munich-sell-out/
UNIS has been constantly monitoring the situation in Washington and reaching out to
Administration officials and congressional leaders to enhance their support for Ukraine at this
critical juncture. Our elected officials in Congress must hear from their constituents to reinforce
our advocacy of the U.S.-Ukraine strategic partnership and to augment necessary assistance for
Ukraine.
Please contact your Senators via the Senate website - www.senate.gov - and your
Representatives via the House website - www.house.gov

Sample text
Dear Senator/Representative (name):
As a Ukrainian American constituent in (state/district), I respectfully request your support for
continued support for Ukraine. Recently, Ukraine and the United have enhanced their
relationship with the signing of a renewed U.S.- Ukraine Charter on Strategic Partnership. Its
preamble states emphatically the United States’ “unwavering commitment to Ukraine’s
sovereignty, independence, and territorial integrity within its internationally recognized borders,
including Crimea.”
Ukraine is facing imminent peril at the hands of Russia’s continued aggression. Please support
efforts to enact immediate sanctions against the NordStream2 political pipeline, provide Ukraine
increased levels of military assistance, as well as to integrate Ukraine further into Euro-Atlantic
structures by providing membership in NATO. Your support of Ukraine and its strategic
importance to the national security interests of the United States would be greatly appreciated.

Below, please find an infographic about the key points of interest regarding Ukraine. UNIS urges
you to contact your elected officials and request their continued support for Ukraine. For your
convenience, below the infographic please find a sample letter to your Senators and
Representatives.

Should you have any questions or comments, please contact the Ukrainian National
Information Service (UNIS) at: unis.sawkiw@gmail.com.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Michael Sawkiw, Jr.
Director - Ukrainian National Information Service
(Washington Bureau - Ukrainian Congress Committee of America)

